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Curry   and   Beyond  

Introduction  

Hospitality  in  India  starts  with  Namaste/  Vannakam.  Our  very  culture  is  built  on  hospitality,  with                
the  Sanskrit  saying  “Athithi  Devoh  Bhavah”  guiding  the  country’s  very  fabric  and  foundation.  In               
addition,  Tamil’s  Tirukural,  a  book  of  couplets  on  ethics  and  morality,  dedicates  10  verses  on                
hospitality.  
 
Indian  hospitality  industry  contributes  to  8%  of  the  national  GDP,  and  tourism  contributes  about               
7%  for  a  total  of  $30  Billion  USD.  India  has  to  capitalize  on  this  and  spotlight  the  reality  of  Indian                     
cuisine,   which   is   in   the   tradition,   the   land,   the   culture,   and   the   technique   of   preparation.   
 
How  is  Indian  food  faring  around  the  world?  This  panel  of  internationally  renowned  culinary               
experts   discussed   their   views   on   the   subject   of   gastronomy.   
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Themes  
Some   of   the   major   themes   included:  

● Sustainability  
● Going   Global  
● Food   and   Travel  

 

Sustainability  
A  paramount  word  of  the  last  decade,  sustainability  is  of  crucial  importance  when  it  comes  to                 
the  food  industry.  For  the  Michelin  group,  sustainability  is  something  to  last.  How  does  Indian                
food   lend   itself   to   lasting   sustainability?   
 

1. For  Indian  cuisine,  sustainable  gastronomy  must  include  vegetarianism.  With  nearly  half            
the  population  practicing  vegetarianism,  the  hospitality  industry  in  India  and  in  India             
cuisine   abroad   can   make   the   most   of   this   spirituality   to   bring   sustainability   to   the   world.  

2. Modern  human  civilization  must  bring  new  meaning  to  food  that  belongs  to  each  region,               
recognizing  the  impact  culture,  landscapes,  civilization,  and  nature,  have  on  food  habits.             
India  has  immensely  diverse  regional  foods.  These  are  based  on  local  and  seasonal              
availability,  and  are  sustainable  in  nature.  Hospitality  industry  should  respect  this  and             
build   menus   accordingly.   

3. Re-emerging  Traditions:  Using  all  the  parts  of  a  plant/  animal  is  very  important  in  getting                
the  world  back  to  a  zero-waste  system,  and  much  of  Indian  food  preparation  is  already                
this.  Traditions  have  documented  when  particular  fruits  or  vegetables  are  ready  for             
usage,  how  to  pluck  them,  and  which  parts  to  use  or  how  to  compost  the  same  or  use  for                    
other   purposes   such   as   body   products.  

4. Going  Glocal:  India  can  encourage  discovery  of  local,  sustainable  sources  of  raw             
material,   keeping   items   fresh   and   allowing   diverse   regional   experiences   for   consumers.  

5. Building  Relationships:  Going  glocal,  the  industry  builds  relationships  with  local  farmers,            
especially  organic  and  Ayurvedic  small  farms.  supporting  local  suppliers  and  having  a             
healthy  relationship  with  them.  The  panel  supports  the  celebration  and  appreciation  of             
the   entire   community,   recognizing   their   input   into   the   sum   total   and   final   product.   

6. Carbon  Footprint:  Using  local  products  is  also  about  transport  reduction,  and  also             
reduces  energy  consumption  in  transportation  and  storage.  More  and  more,  hoteliers  in             
India   are   falling   into   this   trend.   Overall,   it   reduces   carbon   footprint.   

7. Challenges:  There  is  a  lack  of  proper  source-mapping  and  knowledge  about  the  local              
flora  and  fauna  available,  unless  proper  research  takes  place.  Also,  the  dishes  created              
with   such   produce   tends   to   be   minimalistic.   

8. Focus  on  Traceability:  Beyond  sustainability,  consumers  are  also  curious  to  know  where             
things  are  coming  from,  farming  and  labor  practices,  transport  and  storage,  and  what              
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wastage  is  created.  The  industry  in  general  has  grown  a  lot  in  this  space  over  the  last                  
5-10   years   and   should   continue   to   in   the   future.  

9. Linked  to  who  you  are,  where  you  belong.  Linked  to  the  civilization  the  restaurant               
represents.   The   relation   to   the   body   and   soul   of   who   we   are.  

10. In  India,  every  50-100  km  has  its  own  cuisines.  Produce  is  fresh,  and  one  can  even                 
smell   different   vegetables.   Smell   brings   an   authentic   flavor   and   fragrance   to   the   food.   

11. In  India,  every  dish  has  its  own  story.  Stories  surrounding  food  create  remembrances,              
and   this   can   be   very   warm   and   inviting,   with   rich   histories   of   India   to   uncover!   

Going   Global  
For  India,  there  is  a  lot  of  room  for  growth  in  this  industry,  especially  in  Fine  Dining.  Michelin  has                    
about  2300  3-star  restaurants,  450  4-star,  and  100  5-star.  Worldwide,  about  10-15  Michelen-star              
chefs   are   Indian   or   Indian   cuisine   themed   restaurants.   
 
Indian  fine  dining  is  much  greater  in  Europe--  because  Indian  immigrants  have  been  in  Europe                
for  a  lot  longer  than  other  places  such  as  North  America.  In  general,  Indian  cuisine  is  still  not                   
found   everywhere   in   the   world,   unlike   other   national   cuisines.   
 
India  can  learn  from  the  experience  and  discipline  of  countries  like  Thailand.  Thai  has  global                
culinary  diplomacy  program  was  conscious  about  targeting  growth.  They  had  establishment  and             
financial  support,  and  cookie-cutter  models.  Thailand  created  a  national  goal  of  opening             
restaurants  around  the  world,  and  then  took  the  steps  to  work  towards  it  and  actually                
over-achieved.  Thai  food  was  modified  to  suit  the  taste  buds  of  different  countries  around  the                
world.   In   a   similar   way,   India   needs   to   present   her   food   culture   to   the   world   in   a   palatable   way.   
 
It  may  be  true  that  Indian  flavors  are  stronger  than  Thai  or  Chinese.  Specific  flavors  of  Indian                  
cuisine  don’t  lend  themselves  to  befit  individual  tastes.  Further,  some  Indian  ingredients  are              
difficult  to  locate  in  different  parts  of  the  globe.  But,  like  Chef  Srijith  Gopinath  in  California,  Indian                  
cuisine  can  be  modified  into  cuisines  such  as  Cal-Indian,  showcasing  Indian  spices  and              
techniques  while  maintaining  the  subtlety  of  the  ingredients.  Likewise,  all  Indian  chefs  must              
learn   to   utilize   the   best   of   all   the   worlds.   
 
India  must  encourage  investment  in  cultural  enterprises  such  as  fine  dining  restaurants.  There              
are  only  5-6  large  corporations  that  own  fine  dining,  because  it’s  a  management-  and  chef-                
intense  business.  Very  few  are  able  to  scale  up  successfully,  and  this  is  where  the  culinary                 
industry   needs   to   be   innovative.  
 
How  can  we  promote  Indian  food  in  a  way  that  will  achieve  scale?  For  one,  diaspora  Indians                  
should  appreciate  the  food  and  become  ambassadors  for  Indian  restaurants  and  cuisines.  Then              
others--locals,  tourists,  etc.--will  follow.  This  is  a  sense  of  jugaad,  and  capitalizes  on  the  very                
culture   of   India.  
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Developing   Indian   Talent  
How  do  we  harness  the  potential?  India  ready  for  it,  ready  to  become  a  global  contender.  IFCA                  
(Indian  Federation  of  Culinary  Association)  is  already  on  the  right  path  to  develop  more  talent.                
They  tie-up  with  hotelier  schools  and  get  young  talent  to  work  with  chefs  around  the  country.                 
They  hold  annual  National  Culinary  Congress  and  showcase  Indian  food  in  competitions.  IFCA              
also  has  associations  with  IIT  Alumni,  and  one  such  is  “Kaushal”,  which  gears  women  to                
become   chefs   in   the   hospitality   industry.   
 
In  order  for  Indian  cuisine  to  truly  go  global,  India  needs  to  produce  more  quality  talent.  We                  
need  to  create  more  chefs  to  conquer  new  frontiers.  There  are  already  some  encouraging               
programs  that  happen  throughout  India,  which  help  to  inspire  passionate  youth  to  join  this  field.                
India   should   expand   and   develop   such   opportunities.   
 
Indian  chefs,  who  were  previously  titled  (without  due  respect)  as  “Bawarchis”,  are  now              
celebrated  glamorously.  This  can  be  further  promoted,  to  showcase  that  such  work  can  be               
rewarding  at  many  levels.  The  media  can  support  by  spotlighting  and  displaying  more  chefs  as                
inspirational  figures,  to  inspire  the  next  generation  to  take  this  up  as  a  career.  Youth  are                 
definitely  interested  in  food,  and  that’s  easy  to  see  through  social  media.  Now,  the  nation  needs                 
to   build   on   that   passion   and   provide   the   support   to   train   and   groom   the   chefs   of   tomorrow.  
 
Furthermore,  Indian  cuisine  such  opportunities  world-wide  for  savvy  entrepreneurs  and  culinary            
chefs  to  join  hands  and  go  into  the  fast-food  market  as  well.  If  India  can  select  just  a  few  of  the                      
signature  dishes  such  as  places  like  Chipotle  and  McDonalds,  Indian  cuisine  has  a  huge  growth                
market   in   this.   
 
Finally,  it  is  time  for  India  to  host  International  level  competitions,  and  make  the  world  aware  of                  
this   immense   soft   power   in   the   form   of   food!   

Food   and   Travel   
Travelling  allows  you  to  learn  new  cuisines  and  fusions.  In  India,  you  can  learn  how  to  feed                  
yourself  vegetarian  cuisine,  the  link  between  the  food  and  body,  and  a  host  of  ayurvedic  and                 
spiritual   systems   around   food.   
 
Indian  systems  are  particularly  focused  on  diverse  tastes  and  being  conscious  of  the  purpose  of                
nourishment  to  the  body.  In  that  sense,  India  offers  the  6  tastes:  sweet,  sour,  salty,  bitter,                 
astringent,  and  pungent.  Some  of  these  are  unheard  of  in  any  other  nation!  Bitter  gourds  and                 
greens  are  very  unique  to  India  and  this  can  be  showcased  in  culinary  representations  around                
the   world,   teaching   the   world   to   eat   something   completely   new.   
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The  stories  around  the  food  create  remembrances  and  linkages,  thus  building  bridges  between              
cultures.  An  example  is  a  shared  milk  culture  with  places  like  France  and  Switzerland.  While                
French  may  make  cheese  and  cottage  cheese,  India  has  dahi  and  paneer.  Still,  the  base  is  the                  
same.   
 
People  want  experiential  tourism,  they  want  authentic  experiences.  There  is  a  wide  variety  of               
regional   cuisines   and   India   needs   to   uncover   and   present   it   to   the   world.  
 

Conclusion  
Indian  cuisine  has  already  made  initial  forays  into  the  world.  With  the  right  structures  and                
support  systems  from  government  and  society,  the  next  generation  of  Indian  chefs  can  be               
primed   to   build   India’s   food   into   the   next   level   of   Soft   Power.   
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